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 7. WORKING WITH IMAGES 

 Generating Images 
To begin, print out your script and in the margins start jotting down in the margins the 
kinds of images you imagine accompanying every two or three sentences. Do this first 
as a brainstorm, just to have fun and get ideas rolling. What you are aiming for is to 
have an image to go with each main idea, which is usually one image for each couple of 
sentences. 

Remember, images don’t have to be literal (“I work hard” = images of a person at work) 
and sometimes using more symbolic images (“I love this place” = county seal or sign of 
your hometown) is really effective. There is a wide variety of images you can work with 
to illustrate stories: family photos, home video, newspaper clippings, images from your 
business (logo, photos, original artwork), pages from books, flyers, etc. It’s better not to 
use images from the web since many are low resolution and won’t produce well in a 
digital story. 

Once you have brainstormed ideas without looking for or at specific images, then grab 
your family photo albums, business photos, favorite arts, newspaper clippings, etc, and 
start looking for images that match up with the ideas you noted in the margins of your 
script. It’s ok to have more than one image to go with each main idea…you will just 
have more options to work with! 

 Sequencing Images  
Next you will need to come up with a system, to indicate where pictures should go in 
your story. An easy way to do this is: 

1. Decide on which images you want to include in your digital story  

 Give each image a 1-2 word title that describes the image (e.g. red barn, dirty 
boots, grasslands, ranch logo) 
 

 If you have a printed image, write that title on a post-it and stick it to the back of 
the image. Then scan the image into your computer and give the image file the 1-
2 word title. 
 

 If you have an electronic version of the image them make a copy and save it with 
the new 1-2 word title. 
 

 Put all your images into a folder on your computer titled “Digital Story Images”. 
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2. Print out a new script  

3. Write the 1-2 word image title in the margin close to where you envision the image 
appearing throughout the whole script (20-30 images is a good amount to shoot for) 

4. Number the images in the order you want them to appear in the story script 

 In the margin of the script, place the number next to the 1-2 word image titles 
where you want them to appear 
 

 In the computer, place the number in the front of the image file name 
(#1redbull.jpg, #2flower.jpg, #3kidfishing, etc) 

What you have just created is a basic storyboard; a document that shows what images 
will go with what part of the script. 

 Tip: If using Windows, print photo contact sheet (single page with picture thumbnails with file 
name displayed). Easy to review entire collection of photos and make changes to image order. 
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